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Representations of the Twisted SU(2) Quantum Group 

and some Q-Hypergeometric Orthogonal Polynomials 

Tom H. Koornwinder 
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-------

The matrix elements of the irreducible unitary representations of the twisted SU(2) quantum group are com
puted explicitly. It is shown that they can be identified with two different classes of q-hypergeometric 
orthogonal polynomials: with the little q-Jacobi polynomials and with certain q-analogues of Krawtchouk po
lynomials. The orthogonality relations for these polynomials correspond to Schur type orthogonality rela
tions in the first case and to the unitarity conditions for the representations in the second case. The paper 
also contains a new proof of Woronowicz' classification of the unitary irreducible representations of this 
quantum group. It avoids infinitesimal methods. Symmetries of the matrix elements of the irreducible uni
tary representations are proved without using the explicit expressions. 
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Key words & phrases: compact matrix quantum groups, twisted SU(2), irreducible unitary representations, 
little q-Jacobi polynomials, q-Krawtchouk polynomials 
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1. Introduction 
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Many special functions of hypergeometric type admit some group theoretic interpretation, see 
Vilenkin's book [26]. It is somewhat annoying that the big impetus of the last ten years in the study 
of q-hypergeometric series and corresponding orthogonal polynomials was not matched by a large 
number of group theoretic interpretations for these special functions. The only exceptions were some 
q-Hahn and q-Krawtchouk polynomials living on Chevalley groups, cf. Stanton [24] for a survey, and 
the q-ultraspherical polynomials [2] with q =O, for which Cartier [5] gave an interpretation as spheri
cal functions on homogeneous trees and also on certain homogeneous spaces of SL2 over a p-adic 
number field. 

The quantum groups, recently introduced by Drinfeld [7] and W oronowicz [27], which are not 
groups in the proper sense, but which provide highly nontrivial deformations of compact semisimple 
Lie groups, offer a very promising area for interpretations of q-hypergeometric series. Indeed, in the 
present paper we prove the q-analogue of the well-known fact that the matrix elements of the irreduci
ble unitary representations of SU(2) are expressible in terms of Jacobi polynomials (cf. for instance 
[26, Ch.3]) and of Krawtchouk polynomials (cf. [20, §12.7] and [15, §2]). Instead of SU(2) we have 
now the quantum group SµU(2), which was studied in detail by Woronowicz [28], and the matrix ele
ments will be expressed in terms of little q-Jacobi polynomials and of q-Krawtchouk polynomials, 
which were introduced by Hahn [10, p.29] (class II and a special case of class III); note that the q
Krawtchouk polynomials are different from the ones discussed in Stanton [24]. The orthogonality 
relations for the little q-Jacobi polynomials (derived in Askey and Andrews [l]) turn out to be 
equivalent to the Schur type orthogonality relations for the matrix elements of the irreducible 
representations of S P. U(2) and the orthogonality relations for the q-Krawtchouk polynomials (deriv
able from Askey and Wilson [3]) express the fact that the matrix representations of S" U (2) under 
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consideration are unitary. 

These new interpretations of q-orthogonal polynomials described above can really be productive 
for obtaining new results about these polynomials which would have been hard to find without such 
an interpretation. In a forthcoming paper we will obtain an addition formula for the--little q-Legendre 
polynomials, just as the classical addition formula for Legendre polynomials can be derived from the 
expression of the matrix elements of the irreducible representations of SU(2) in terms of Jacobi poly
nomials. 

It can be expected that every known connection between special functions and compact semi
simple Lie groups will have a q-analogue in the context of (compact) quantum groups. For this a 
necessary tool will be some explicit representation theory of quantum groups which are deformations 
of compact semisimple Lie groups. For S µ U (n) this was done by Woronowicz [29], while for the dual 
of a quantum group (in the sense of Hopf algebras) associated with an arbitrary root system the 
representation theory is also available, cf. Jimbo [12], [13], Rosso [22] and Lusztig [17]. It seems that 
the compact quantum groups do not provide a setting for interpretations of q-Wilson polynomials and 
their specializations (cf. Askey and Wilson [4]) or their multi-variable analogues (cf. Macdonald [18]). 
It is my feeling (also motivated by [16]) that they will rather live on noncompact quantum groups 
(deformations of noncompact semisimple Lie groups). 

When I obtained the explicit expression of the matrix elements of the irreducible unitary 
representations of S" U(2) in terms of little q-Jacobi polynomials, I was not yet aware that essentially 
the same result also occurs in the paper [25] by Vaksman and Soibelman and the announcement [19] 
by Masuda e.a., cf. Remarks 5.6 and 5.7. However, there are some features which make the present 
paper still useful. In contrast with [25] we emphasize non-infinitesimal methods. Symmetries of matrix 
elements and unitariness of representations are derived by the use of generating functions for the 
matrix elements, before these matrix elements are explicitly computed. The present paper also pro
vides an alternative proof of Woronowicz' [28] classification of the irreducible unitary representations 
of S" U (2). The q-Krawtchouk result was probably not yet observed elsewhere. Finally, we point out 
that S" U (2) provides a nice setting for a q-analogue with non-commuting variables of the binomial 
formula (cf. Lemma 2.1 and the proofs of (4.12) and Proposition 5.2) and for an operational identity 
by Jackson (cf. Lemma 5.1 and (5.4)). 

The contents of this paper are as follows. In §2 we treat the necessary preliminaries about q
hypergeometric functions and related orthogonal polynomials. In §3 we briefly recall the theory for 
SU(2) as it will be generalized for SµU(2). Next, in section 4 we introduce a class of matrix 
representations of S" U(2), derive generating functions for their matrix elements, obtain symmetries 
for these matrix elements and prove that the representations are unitary and irreducible. In §5 we 
obtain explicit expressions for the matrix elements in terms of little q-Jacobi polynomials and show 
that we have a complete system of inequivalent irreducible unitary representations of S" U (2). 
Finally, in §6 we express the matrix elements in terms of q-Krawtchouk polynomials. 

W.A. Al-Salam kindly helped me with some historical information concerning the q-Krawtchouk 
polynomials. 

Notation. Throughout this paper Z + will denote the set of nonnegative integers and N the set of 
positive integers. For real x,y we will denote by x A y the minimum and by x Vy the maximum of x 
andy. 

2. Some q-bypergoometric ortbog~nal polynomials 

Let l:#=q EC. For a EC, k EZ+ define the q-shifted factorial by 
k-l 

(a;q)k := IT (1-aqj). 
j=O 

(2.1) 



If I q I < 1 then this definition extends to the case k = oo: 
00 

(a ;q)00 : = II (1-aq!). 
j=O 

3 

(2.2) 

-------The product of n q-shifted factorials (aj;q)k U=I, ... ,n) will also be written as (ai. ... ,an;q)k· 
For integers n,k such that n'?k'?O, the q-combinatorial coefficient is defined by 

[
n] (qn;q-

1
)k (q;q)n [ n ] 

k q := (q;q)k = (q;q)k(q;q)n-k = n -k q. 

Observe that 

while a simple computation yields the recurrence relation 

[n +I] = qk [n~ + [ ~ ] . 
k q k1q k 1 q 

By complete induction with respect to the degree it can now be proved that: 

Lemma 2.1. Let x and y be indeterminates satisfying the relation 

xy = qyx. 

Then 

(x+yt = ± [n] ykxn-k 
k=O k q 

± [n] _
1 

xk yn -k. 
k=O k q 

For r E Z + the q-hypergeometric series of type , + 1 <[>, is formally defined by 

[
al>··· ,a,+1. ] ·- ~ (a1;q)k · · · (a,+1;q)kzk 

r+l<f>r bi. ... ,b, ,q,z .- k~O (b1;q)k · · · (b,;q)k(q;q)k . 

(2.3) 

(2.4) 

(2.5) 

(2.6) 

(2.7) 

(2.8) 

Its radius of convergence equals 1 for generic values of the parameters. If a 1 =q-n (nEZ+) and 
bi. . . • , b,=f= 1, q - l, . . . , q -n then the right hand side of (2.8) is a well-defined terminating series, 
with summation running over k =O, 1, ... ,n. A good reference for q-hypergeometric series is the 
forthcoming book by Gasper and Rahman [9]. 

Some elementary identities are the terminating q-binomial formula 

1</>o(q-n;-;q,z) = (q-nz;q)n, 

a q-analogue of the Chu-V andermonde formula 

-n . . - (b-lc;q)n bn 
2</>1 (q ,b ,c ,q,q) - (c ;q)n , 

Heine's q-analogue of Euler's transformation formula 

(abz/ c ;q)00 
2</>1(a,b;c;q,z) = ( . ) 2</>1(cla,clb;c;q,abz/c) 

z,q oo 

(2.9) 

(2.10) 

(2.11) 

(all given in [9, Chapter I]) and an identity for terminating 2<[>1 series obtained by inverting the direc
tion of summation: 
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""(q-nb·c·qz)=(-I)"q-'hn(n+l)_'_nzn"" q' ·q~ (b·q) [ -n q-n+lc-1 l+ncl 

2'1"1 ' ' ' ' (c;q)n 2'1"1 q-n+lb-1 ' ' bz . (2.12) 

The little q-Jacobi polynomials 

. ·- [q-n,abqn+I. ] 
Pn(X ,a,b I q) . - 24>1 aq ,q,qx (2.13) 

occurred as part of a classification of orthogonal polynomials satisfying q-difference equations by 

Hahn [10]. Their properties as orthogonal polynomials were worked out in more detail by Askey and 

Andrews [l]. They introduced the notation and definition as in (2.13); slight variations of this can be 

found in later papers. If O<q <l and a =q<J.,, b =q/J with a,/3>-1 then the orthogonality relations 

can be written down in an elegant way as \ 

1 /I ( . a fJ I ) c'· . a fJ I ) a (qt ;q)oo d 
Bq(a+l,{J+l)OPnt,q,q qpmt\'.q,q qt (q/J+lt;q)oo qt 

= qn(a+I) (1-qa+{J+l)(q/J+I ;q)n (q ;q)n 
8 

(l-q2n +a+{J+l)(qa+I ;q)n (qa+{J+I ;q)n n,m' 

where the q-integral is defined by 

I oo f j(t)dqt := ~ j(qk)(qk-qk+I) 
0 k=O 

and 

denotes the q-beta function. 

(2.14) 

(2.15) 

(2.16) 

Later in this paper we will meet the little q-Jacobi polynomials in disguised form, as a 3<1>2 series 

which can be brought back to (2.13) by an identity of Jackson 

( -nb ·) [q-n,clb,O, ]- (-nb.) 
q z/ c ,q n 3<f>2 b-1 -1 'q,q - 24>1 q ' ,c ,q,z ' 

c,cq z 

cf. [9, (3.2.4)]. Let us sketch an elementary proof of (2.17). The left hand side can be written as 

n (q-n·q) (c/b·q) qk k+I 
(-IY'q-'hn(n+l)(bc-lz)" ~ ' k ' k (EL..:....:...;q)n-k· 

k=O (c;q)k(q;q)k bz 

~ Now apply (2.9) to ( bz ;q)n -k and interchange summations. Then we get 

n n-1 (q-n c/b·q) (q-(n-k)·q) · 
(-lY'q-'hn(n+l)(bc-1)" ~ ~ ' ' k qk ' I (cqn+l!bf zn-1. 

/=O k=O (c,q;q)k (q;q)1 

Now substitute l =n -m and recognize the summation over k as 

f (q-m;q)k(clb;q)k k 

k=O (c;q)k(q;q)k q ' 

which can be evaluated by (2.10). The identity (2.17) now readily follows. 

We will also need the q-Krawtchouk polynomials 

K.(x) = K.(x ;b,N I q) : = 2~1 [ qq-: ~x ;q,bq' +I]. 

(2.17) 

(2.18) 
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where NEZ+ and nE{O,l, ... ,N}. These polynomials are the case p=-N of the q-Meixner poly
nomials introduced by Hahn as class III in [10, p.29]. The q-Krawtchouk polynomials just defined 

should not be confused with D. Stanton's q-Krawtchouk polynomials introduced in [23, §3] and Ph. 

Delsarte's affine q-Krawtchouk polynomials in [6, (16)], see also [24, §4]. However all !!lose variants 

of q-Krawtchouk polynomials can be obtained by specialization or limit transition from the q-Hahn 

polynomials 

_ . ·- [q-n,abqn+I ,x. ] 
Qn(X) - Qn(X ,a,b,N I q) . - 3<J>i -N ,q,q , 

aq,q 
(2.19) 

where NEZ+ and nE{O,l, ... ,N}. These polynomials were also introduced in Hahn [10] and their 

orthogonality relations 

f Qm(q-x)Qn(q-x) (aq;q)x(b~;q)N-x (aq)-x 
x=O (q,q)x(q,q)N-x 

-
(abq2 ,·q)N (aq)-N (1-abq)(q bq abqN+2 ·q) 

' ' ' n (-a r 'hn(n-I)-Nn8mn (220) 
(q;q)N (l-abq2n+l)(aq,abq,q-N;q)n q q ' · 

were obtained by Askey and Andrews in unpublished work. Askey and Wilson [3] derived orthogonal

ity relations for the more general class of q-Racah polynomials and they observed that these imply 

(2.20), see also [9, (7.2.22)]. It follows from (2.18) and (2.19) that 

Kn(X ;b,N I q) = lim Qn(x ;a,b,N I q). (2.21) 
0->00 

Hence we obtain from (2.20) that 

N (bq·q) (-pN-xq'hx(x-1) 
}.': K ( -x) K ( -x)--"'~' '--N_-_x __ J_~--

x =O m q n q (q;q)N-x(q;q)x 

= (-lrbN(q,bq;q)n(q;q)N-n 'hN2 +Nn-'hn2 +'hN-'hn8 
(q,q ;q)N q m,n · 

(2.22) 

Note that the weights are positive if O<q < 1 and b >q-N. The q-Krawtchouk polynomials are 

related to the little q-Jacobi polynomials by the formula 
( n +a+{H l.q) 

Pn(qx;qa,qPlq) = (-qx+l)nq-'hn(n+I) q ( a+I. » n 
q ,q n 

X Kn(q-n-a;q-n-P-x-I ,2n +a+,81 q), (2.23) 

where a,,8EZ+. This follows from the identity (2.12). 

3. Representation theory of SU(2) 

The results summarized in this section are well-known, cf. for instance Vilenkin [26, C}l.3], but we 

include this material since our proofs in the case of S,. U (2) will be analogous to the ones sketched 

here. 

Fix IE{O,lh,l, · · · }. Let t1 be the representation of GL(2,C) on the vector space X, of homo

geneous polynomials of degree 2/ in two complex variables defined by 

(t1 [~ !]f)(x,y) := f (ax +yy,px +By~ f E'Jf,. (3.1) 

For X, we take a basis { o/~ }n = -1, -I+ 1, ... ,I defined by 

o/~(x,y) := (1~nr xl-n y1+n. (3.2) 
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Let t1 have matrix elements t~.n with respect to this basis: 
I 

t1(g)l/I~ = ~ t~.n(g)o/~, gEGL(2,C). (3.3) 
m=-1 

Then 

[1~.r (ax+yyf-•(Jlx +8yf+• = J-/~·· [~ !] [1 !_Im]" xf-m pm. (3.4) 

If we multiply both sides of the generating function (3.4) with (1 ?:!_ n) 'h ~l-n rl +n and sum over n then 

we obtain the double generating function 

( ax~ + {Jxq + y y ~ + 8 yrif 

± t~.n [a ~1 [1 ~lm]'h [i?:!n]'h xl-m yl+me-n 111+n. 
m,n=-1 'Y u 

(3.5) 

Formula (3.5) immediately implies the symmetry 

1[a{J]-1 [ayl tm,n 'Y 8 - tn,m f:J 8 ' (3.6) 

while (3.4) yields 

I [a tmn 
' 'Y 

/Jl _ I [8 'Yl 
8 - Lm, -n {J a · (3.7) 

From (3.6) and (3.7) we obtain a third symmetry 

I [a /J] _ / [8 /:J] tm,n 'Y 8 - t-n, -m 'Y a . (3.8) 

Next we show that the representation t1, restricted to SU(2), is unitary if% is endowed with 
the hermitian inner product for which the basis { o/~} is orthonormal. So we have to show that 

t~,n(g) = t~,m(g- 1 ), gESU(2), 

ie., 

t!..,, [a -=.1] = l~m [ a r]' (3.9) 
y a -y a 

where a, yEC, I a 12 + I r 1
2 = 1. Since, by (3.4), t~.n is a polynomial with real coefficients in a,{:J, y,8, 

formula (3.9) can be equivalently written as 

t!n,n [~ -yi = tkm [ a r]. (3.10) 
y a -y a 

Now (3.10) follows from (3.6). 

The irreducibility of the representations t1 of SU(2) is seen as follows. Since 

I e 0 .1,/ = -2in8 .1.I 
[ 

i8 l 
t 0 e-i8 't'n e 't'n ' 

the representation t1 restricted to its diagonal subgroup U (1) splits uniquely as a direct sum of in
equivalent one-dimensional irreducible representations. Suppose that t1 is not an irreducible 
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representation of SU(2). Then there will be a proper linear subspace L of % which is irreducible 
under SU(2) and which contains 1/1/ and there will be some 1"~ orthogonal to 1/1/. But then t~.1(g)=O 
for all geSU(2). However, this gives a contradiction since we see from (3.4) that 

,;_,,[~ ~1] = [1~ml"<-1r--;;i+·. ~-·· 

From (3.4) we can derive an explicit expression for the matrix elements t~.n: 

,;_,, [~ !] = (1~mr [,~"r 
X (1-n)~l-m) [/in] [1~~n-i]<tf3'-m-iy1-n-i8m+n+i. 

i=OV(-m-n) 

(3.11) 

For each choice of the signs of n - m and n + m this can be written in terms of a terminating hyper
geometric series and next in terms of Jacobi polynomials, cf. for instance [14, (2.10)], or in terms of 
Krawtchouk polynomials, cf. [20, §12.7] and [15, §2]. It will also follow from these explicit expres
sions that the matrix elements tfn.n, considered as functions on SU(2), form a basis of the algebra of 
polynomials on SU(2), so this yields the inequivalence and completeness of the representations t1 of 
SU(2). Schur's orthogonality representations for the matrix elements t~.n on SU(2) tum out to be 
equivalent to the orthogonality relations for Jacobi polynomials and the unitariness of the matrix 
representations t1 can be seen to be equivalent to the orthogonality relations for Krawtchouk polyno
mials. 

4. A class of representations of the quantum group S" U (2) 

In the rest of this paper we fix O*µE[ -1, l]. Sometimes the cases µ=+I have to be interpreted by 
taking a limit. Let A be the unital C*-algebra generated by the two elements a and y satisfying the 
relations 

a*a+y*y =I, aa* +µ2-yy* =I, yy* = y*y, µya = ay, µy*a = ay*. (4.1) 

. Let 

·= [a -µy*] u. * . y a 
(4.2) 

As shown by Woronowicz (27], (28], (A,u) is a compact matrix pseudogroup (briefly called quantum 
group) Sl-'U(2), which can be identified with the compact group SU(2) if µ=I. In particular, the 
comultiplication is the unital C*-algebra homomorphism (!): A ~A ®A such that 

()(a)= a®a- µy*®y, ()(y) = y®a + a*®y (4.3) 

(cf. [28, (l.13)D. 

Let ~ be the unital *-subalgebra of A generated by the matrix elements. of u. Fix 
/e{0,1h,l, ··· }. Then,forne{-/,-/+l, ... ,/}wehave 

~ [ [1~nJ;, .,i-•y+•] 

= [1 ~n]:-2 (a®a - µy*®yy-n (y®a + a*®yy+n 

= ~ t'·I-' ® [ 2/ ] ~ J-m.l+m 
~ n,m 1-m -2 1 

m=-1 /.' 
(4.4) 
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for certain tk':n e<i'. The first identity follows from (4.3). For the second identity observe that, in each 
term obtained from the decomposition of the left hand side, the second factor of the tensor product is 
a 2/-fold product of factors a and -y, which can be rewritten as const.<f-m y+m for some m in view of 
the relation p.-ya=a-y, cf. (4.1). The q-combinatorial coefficients (cf. (2.3)) are inserted for cosmetic 
reasons, as will become clear later in this section. If we apply id®4> and 4>®id to (4;4) and use the 
coassociativity 

(id®4>)o4> = (4>®id)o4> (4.5) 

(cf. [27, (1.7))) then we obtain 
I 

4>tl.~ = ~ tl,p. ®tl'"'k n,k ~ n,m m, ' 
m=-1 

so, by (27, (2.4)), the matrix (tk':n)n,m=-I, ... ,1 is a representation t1·P. of Sp.U(2) on c21 +1• 

In ( 4.1) substitute 

8:=a*, fJ:= -p.-y*. 

Then the relations (4.1) can be rewritten as 

afJ = p.fJa, a-y = p.-ya, -y8 = p.8-y, fJ8 = p.8fJ, 

a8-p.28a = (1-µ?-)/, {J-y = -yfJ, a8-p.{J-y =I. 

(4.6) 

(4.7) 

(4.8) 

Let (f{a,fJ, y,8) denote the unital algebra of polynomials in the non-commuting variables a, fJ, -y, 8 
with relations ( 4.8). Consider also the unital algebras @{€, 11) and (f(x,y) generated by €,11 respectively 
x,y with relations 

~ = P.11€. 

xy = p.yx. 

Now the second identity in (4.4) can be equivalently written as 

[1 ~n]:-2 (a®€+ fJ®11'f-n (y®€ + 8®11y+n 

(4.9) 

(4.10) 

~ [ 2/ ] 'h 11,p. ® 1"1-m ,,.t+m. (4.11) 
.t:J 1-m -2 n,m ~ ., 

m=-1 P. 

Formula (4.11) is an identity between two elements in (f(a,{J,-y,8)®@(€,11). For each nit is a generat
ing function with non-commuting variables for the matrix elements tk':n (m =-I, -I+ 1, ... ,/). It 
will be possible to compute these matrix elements explicitly from this generating function. 

From (4.11) we can derive an identity which generates all tk':n (m,n =-I, -I+ l, ... ,/) simul
taneously. Tensor to the left both sides of (4.11) with 

[ 
21 ] 'h xl-n yl+n 

1-n -2 p. 
and sum both sides over n from - I to /. Now observe that Lemma 2.1 can be applied with x,y being 
replaced by x®(a®€+fJ®11) and y®(-y®€+8®11), respectively, and q by p.2• Thus we obtain 

(x®a®€ + x®fJ®11 + y®y®€ + y®8®11)21 

~ [ 2/ ] 'h [ 21 ] 'h xl-nyl+n@tl,p. @l"i-m.J+m 
.t:J 1-n -2 1-m -2 n,m ~· 'I • 

m,n=-1 P. P. 
(4.12) 

which is an identity in (f(x,y)®(f(a,{J,y,8)®@{€,11). 

It is clear from (4.8) that interchange of the generators fJ,-y generates an isomorphism of 
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@{et,/J, y,8) and interchange of a and 8 generates an anti-isomorphism of this algebra. By abuse of 
notation we write a(a,/J,y,8) for some aE@{a,/J,y,8) with a specific algebraic expression in the non
commuting generators a,/J,y,8 and a(a,/J,y,8) for the same expression with the order of the factors in 
each term inverted. Then we can denote the isomorphism which interchanges P and y by 

a ( a,JJ, y,8) .-+a (a, y ,p,8) 

and the anti-isomorphism which interchanges a and 8 by 

a(a,p, y,8) .-+a(8,p, y,a). · 

Proposition 4.1 The t!;t,, satisfy the following symmetry relations: 

tkfn(a,p,y,8) = t~;n(a,y,JJ,8) 

= (t0:,, -mJ (8, y,/J,a) 

= (t0'm, -S (8,JJ, y,a). 

------

(4.13) 

(4.14) 

(4.15) 

Proof. Oearly, (4.15) follows from (4.13) and (4.14). For the proof of (4.13) reverse the ordering of 
the tensor products in (4.12) and interchange x with~. y with 71. (By (4.9), (4.10) this preserves the 
relations.) Now interchange m with n and compare the new obtained identity with (4.12). 
For the proof of (4.14) apply the anti-isomorphism 

a(a,p,y,8,~,71).-+a(8,y,p,a,71,~ 

of @{a,p,y,8)®@{~,71) to both sides of (4.11) and replace n by -n, m by -m. Then the left hand side 
of ( 4.11) is preserved, so ( 4.14) follows. 0 

Next we will show that the matrix representations t1·"" are unitary. By the definition of unitary 
representation (cf. [27, p.650D we have to prove the identities 

I 
"'1 t1

·H t 1·"" = 8 I ~ n,k n,m k,m (4.16) 
n=-1 

and 
I 

"'1 tf!/1- t 1·1'- * = 8k I. 
~ A,n m,n ,m (4.17) 

n=-1 

If we compare with [27, (4.27),(4.28)] then we obtain 

t l,p. * - 1e(t 1·"") nm - -I I m,n - n,m, ' - , ... ,, (4.18) 

as a necessary and sufficient condition for unitariness of t1• Here re is the unital linear antimultiplica
tive mapping of a to a such that 

IC(a) = a*, IC(-p.y*) = y*, 1e(y) = -p.y, 1e(a*) = a, (4.19) 

cf. [28, (1.14)]. For the proof of (4.18) note that, by (4.11) and (4.8), tk,':n can be written as a polyno
mial with real coefficients in the noncommuting variables a,p,y,8. So, in view of (4.7) we have 

(t~n(a,/J,y,8))* = (t~;S(8,-p.y,-p.- 1 /J,a) (4.20) 

and 

1e(tkfn(a,/J, y,8)) = (tf;,1:,,)(8, - µ- l p, - p.y,a). (4.21) 

Now (4.18) follows from (4.20),(4.21) and (4.13). 
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Next we give a proof that the representations t1·µ are irreducible. For this we need the concept 
of a quantum subgroup of a quantum group G : =(A, u ). (In the following we freely use the definitions 
as given in (27].) This is a quantum group H:=(B,v) together with a unital C*-homomorphism 
w:A~B such that w is surjective and the comultiplications of G and Hare related by 

(4.22) 

Now it is easily seen that, if tG is a matrix representation of G then tH defined by 

tf5 :=wt~ 

is a matrix representation of H, which is unitary if t6 is unitary. Furthermore, each t 6 -invariant sub
space of the representation space of t6 is also tH -invariant. If ce and ~ denote the unital 
*-subalgebras generated by the U;,j and v;J, respectively, then it can be shown that w maps ce onto ~ 
and that €Sis the unital *-subalgebra of B generated by the wu;J· 

Now let G:=SµU(2) and let H be the quantum group corresponding to the unit circle Tin C 
considered as multiplicative group. Then B =C(T). Let w: A~B be the unital C*-homomorphism 
generated by 

(wa)(z) :=z, ('lrYXz) :=O (zET). 

This makes H into a quantum subgroup of SµU(2) (as was earlier pointed out by Podles [21]). We 
find from (4.11) and (4.7) that 

(wt~:~Xz) = 8n,mZ-2n, ZET. 

So, if { e1,e1_1, ••• , e -t} is the standard orthonormal basis of C21 +1 with respect to which we con
sider the matrix representation t1•µ, then wt I,µ uniquely splits as a direct sum of inequivalent represen
tations of T on the subspaces Cej. Now we can prove the irreducibility of t 1·µ. Consider the linear 
subspace L of c21+1 which is irreducible under t1·µ and which contains e1• (This subspace L exists.) 
Then 

I 
~ tf;,'j®em EA®L. 

m=-1 

Suppose L would not contain some of the em. Then L would be orthogonal to this em and, hence, 
t~;i=o. But it can be derived from (4.4), Lemma 2.1 and (4.13) that 

tl,p., = [ 21 ] Yi (-wv*)/-m a*l+m 
m,I l-m _2 r1 ' 

µ 
which is clearly nonzero. This establishes the irreducibility of t 1·µ. 

5. The matrix elements t~:~ expressed as little q-Jaoobi polynomials 

Let CP(a,/J, y,81 µ.)be the unital algebra generated by a,/J,y,8 under relations (4.8). Note that the map
ping 

a(a,{1, y,8)~a(8,/J,y,a): CP(a,{1,y,81 µ.)~CP(a,/J,y,81 µ.- 1) 

is an algebra isomorphism. 

Lemma 5.1 Under relations (4.8) we have for kEZ+: 

<I 8k = ( - p./Jy ; µ.2 )b 

8k<f = (-µ.-lpy;µ.-2)k. 

(5.1) 

(5.2) 

Proof. Formula (5.2) follows from (5.1) in view of the above algebra isomorphism. Formula (5.1) is 
proved by complete induction with respect to k: 
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There is a model for @<a,p, y,81 µ,) as an algebra of operators acting on the space of entire holo-
morphic functions on C (or some other suitable function space). Fix O=tf:tEC. Put ~ 

(af)(z) : = ((z)- ((µ.2z) ' 
z 

(pf)(z) := -µ,t- 1 j(µ,z), (5.3) 

(yj)(z) : = t j(µ,z), 
(8f)(z) := zf(z). 

Then the operators a,p,y,8 satisfy (4.8). If we put q: =µ,2 and 

(11/)(z) := j(qz), (Dqf)(z) := f(z)- ({qz) ' 
z 

then (5.2) takes the form 

zk D; = (11;q- 1)k. (5.4) 

This identity was first obtained by Jackson [11]. 

Let tk,':n be determined by ( 4.11) together with relations ( 4.8) and ( 4.9). It is not difficult to 
derive an explicit expression for tk,':n: 

Proposition 5.2. We have 

[ 
2/ ] ~ [ 2/ ] -~ (/-n)/\(/ +m) tl,µ = "1 ,,_(/-n-i)(n-m+2i) ,,_-i(n-m+i) 

n,m 1-n -2 1-m -2 ~ r r 
I' /J i=OV(m-n) 

X [1-:n] [ l+n ·] w~.n-m+i t-n-i8l+m-i z -2 l+m-z -2/J r a · 
/J /J 

Proof. By ( 4.8) and ( 4.9) we have 

(a®~(p®11) = µ,2 (P®11)(a®~, 

(y®~(8®11) = µ,2 (8®11)(y®g). 

Hence, by Lemma 2.1, 

(a®g+p@ 11y-n = 1_2' [l-:n] _
2 

a1-n-ipi®gt-n-i1Ji, 
i =O l I' 

(y®g+8®11f+n =If [l+:n] -2 y1+n-i8i@~+n-j-qi. 
j=O j /J 

Thus, again by (4.8) and (4.9): 

(a®g+ f3®11f-n (y®g+8®11)1 +n 

1-n l+n [I ] = ~ ~ µ,<1-n-i';<i+l+n-j) µ,-i(l+n-j} ln _
2 

i=O j=O /J 

X pi y1+n-j d-n-i 8i®g2l-i-j ~+j 

(5.5) 
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I (1-n)~I +m) 
= ~ i; 11p-n-i)(n-m +2i) µ.-i(n -m +i) 

m=-1 i=OV(m-n) 

X [1-:n] [ l+n ·] 1Ji~.n-m+icl-n-i81+m-i®l"l-m,,,l+m 
z -2 l+m-i -2P r ~ ., ' 

p. "' 
where we substituted j =I +m -i. Now compare with (4.11). 0 

We can next rewrite (5.5) in terms of q-hypergeometric series, but depending on the signs of 
n -m and n +m. This will yield the expressions in terms of little q-Jacobi polynomials (2.13). For 
n;;a.m define 

Cl,µ . _ [1-m] 1h [I +n] 1h 11-(n-m)(l-n). 
n,m · - n -m 

11
2 n m 2 r 

r- - p. 

Theorem 5.3. We have 

t~:':n = c~.':n8n+m Pt-n(-µ.-1py;µ.2<n-m>,µ.2<n+m> jµ.2)yi-m 

if n ;;a.m ;;a. -n; 

tk,':n = c~':n8m+n Pt-m(-µ.-1py;µ.2<m-n>,µ.2(m+n) jµ.2)pm-n 

if m ;;a. n ;;a. - m; 

t~.':n = c'.!l:i,-mpm-n Pt+n(-µ.-1py;µ.2<m-n>,µ.-2(m+n> jµ.2)a-m-n 

if -n;;a.m;;a.n; 

tk,':,, = d .. ':n,-nY'-m Pt+m(-µ.-l/Jy;µ.2(n-m>,µ.-2(n+m)lµ.2)a-m-n 

if -m;;a.n;;a.m. 

(5.6) 

(5.7) 

(5.8) 

(5.9) 

(5.10) 

Proof. Because of Proposition 4.1 it is sufficient to prove (5.7). Thus assume that n ;;a.m ;;a. -n. Then 
the summation in (5.5) runs from i =Oto 1-n and 

pi yi-m+i r:t-n-i 81+m-i = yi-m (fJrY (r:t-n-i81-n-i)8n+m 

= yi-m (/JrY (-µ./Jy; P.2)1-n-i 8n +m. 

In the last identity we used Lemma 5.1. Thus formula (5.5) becomes 

11,p. = [ 2/ ] 1h [ 2/ ] -1h ~.n -m {'~ .. (/-n -i)(n -m +2i) 11-i(n -m +i) 
n,m 1-n -2 1-m -2 1 -"'I'' r 

P. P. i =O 

x l, _I" L-, [, J~"-;J.-, (-µ/fy; ,.,),_._, (,8-y)}•+m_ 

Now use that 

[ 
2/ ] 1h [ 2/ ]-1h = (n+m)(n-m) [(µ.

2
/-2m;µ.-

2
)n-m ]1h 

1-n -2 1-m -2 µ. 1 .. 21+2n.,,-2) ' 
J.1 P. V" •r n -m 

1,.-2(/-n). 2)· 

[1-:n] = (-IYµ.;<;+1> V" ,µ. ' , 
l p.-2 (µ.2 ;µ.2); 

(5.11) 



[ 
l+n ·] = (-1Yµ.(n-m+i)(n-m+i+l)µ.-(n-m)(n+m+21+1) 

l+m-z"-2 
1,.2(/+n).n-2) 1,.-2(/+m). 112)· 

X \J" •r n -m \J" •r 1 

(µ.2;µ.2)n-m (µ.2(n-m+l);µ.2); 

_ a . 2 1a i _ i(-21+2n+i) (-µ.{1y;µ.
2

)1-n 
( P.P'Y ,µ )1-n-i \PY) - µ; (-µ.-21+2n+I (ftyrl ;µ.2); 

Thus (5.11) becomes 

tk~ = ckJ:. µ-<• -mX• +m) Y' -m { (-µ.By ; ,l)1-• 

x ~ \}" •r l \}" •r I r 8n+m 
/-n 1,.-2(/-n).11.2)· 1 .. -2(!+m).n2)· 112i } 

i =O (µ.2(n -m + 1);µ.2); ( -µ.-21 +2n + l(fty)-1 ;µ.2); (µ.2 ;µ.2); 

(formally). 

(formally) 

{

1-n 1.,-2(/-n).11.2)· f.,2(/+n+l). 112)· } 
= 1,1' -(n-m)(n+m)~.n-m ~ \J" •r z\J" •r 1 (- -2n-2m+la )i ~n+m 

Cn,mP. 1 _£.A 1 .. 2(n-m+I). 2).f.,2. 2)· µ. p"( u 
1 =0 \J" ,JL l \J" ,p; l 

13 

by (2.17). The theorem now follows by moving 8n+m to the extreme left and by substituting (2.13). 
D 

Theorem 5.4. The representations 11·" (I E 1hl +) form a complete system of inequivalent irreducible 
unitary representations of the quantum group S" U (2). 

Proof. It was already proved in §4 that the representations 11·" are unitary and irreducible. The ine
quivalence and completeness will follow from the fact that the matrix elements I k'tn (I E 1hZ + ; 
m,n =-I, -I+ 1, ... ,/), after substitution of (4.7), form a basis of Ci. This last statement is clear 
from the explicit expressions in Theorem 5.3 in view of the fact that all elements of the form 
cli'(r*r (k,m,nEZ+) and (a*fi'(r*r (keN, m,nEZ+) form a basis of@. (cf. [28, Theorem 1.2]). 
0 

Remark 5.5. In (28, Theorem 5.8) Woronowicz showed that, for each deN there is a unique (up to 
equivalence) irreducible unitary representation of S"U(2) on ad-dimensional space. So our represen
tation t1·" must be equivalent to Woronowicz' representation of dimension 2/ + l. 

Remark 5.6. Our formula (5.10) can be translated into the formula given by Vaksman and Soibelman 
[25) in their Corollary to Proposition 6.6, apart from a constant factor, which they do not specify. 
Here our a, /1, y, 8, µ., 10:z,-m correspond to their 111, t12, l2i. 122, e-h, 'IT~m· Be aware that they use 
the notation for q-hypergeometric series introduced in [8]. For the verification that the two formulas 
are the same one has to rewrite a 2q,1 of base q in terms of a 2q,1 of base q- 1• Their method of proof 
is infinitesimal. In this way they obtain a second order q-diff erence equation with a little q-Jacobi 
polynomial as a solution. 

Remark 5.7. All statements of the Theorems 5.3 and 5.4 except for the unitariness of the representa
tions were announced by Masuda e.a. [19, Theorems 1 and 2]. However, it is not yet clear from their 
announcement which method of proof they are using. In order to make the correspondence with our 
notation observe that they write 6. instead of cI> for the comultiplication, and q,y,v,u,x instead of our 
µ.,a,{1, y,8, respectively. They also write ~ for -µ.- 1 {1y. Their matrix elements w~!Jn can be expressed 
in terms of our matrix elements 1k'fn by the identity 

( w(/) )* = (- pn -mll.(n -m)(n +m + 1) [ 2/ ] -'h [ 2/ ] 'h tl·" . 
n,m J r 1-n -2 1-m -2 n,m 

I' I' 
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We conclude this section with the verification of the Schur type orthogonality relations 

h(t ,,,JI* t 1·11) = 8k18· f -i(t~j) (5 12) 
J,l n,m , 1,m I · 

~ f -1(t,~f) ~ 
r=-1 

cf. [27, Theorem 5.7], where the Haar functional h on A and the multiplicative linear functional f -I 
on lt are determined by 

h(<l'y*mi') = 0 = h(a*ky*mi') if kEN or k =O, m=f=.n, 

* - 1-µ.2 
h((y rr) - 1 2m+2 ' -µ 

f-1(a) = IJLI, f-1(a*) = IJLl-1• f-1(r) = f-1(r*) = o, f-1(/)=l, 

cf. [27, Appendix Al]. 

Now consider (5.12). By use of the explicit expressions in Theorem 5.3 and by (4.7), (4.10) and 
Lemma 5.1 we can write tj,'/"* tk':n as the product of a power of a or a*, a power of y or y*, an ele
mentary polynomial in yy* and two little q-Jacobi polynomials depending on yy*. If U,i)=f=.(n,m) 
then not both the powers of a or a* and of y or y* will be zero, so then the left hand side of (5.12) 
will vanish. But then the right hand side of (5.12) will also vanish, since either i=:/==m or i =m but 
j=:/==n. If j=:/==n then, by Theorem 5.3, t~j will contain a nonzero power of y or y*, so f -i(tkj) will 
vanish. 

Thus the only case of (5.12) which has yet to be verified is 

k I f -1(t~:~) 
h (tn;/f,* ln',':n) = 6k,I I (5.13) 

~ f -1(tf:r> 
r=-1 

We will restrict ourselves to the case n";;a:m";;a:-n; the other cases can be handled in a similar way. In 
the following write 

p,(yy*) : = p,(yy* ; JL2(n -m) ,µ2(n +m) I µ2). 

Observe that, for any polynomial p in one variable, 
00 

h(p(yy*)) = (1-µ2) ~ µ2j p(µ2j). 
j=O 

Then, by (5.7), 

h (tk,µ* ,1,µ) n,m n,m 

= c:;;:, ck':n h(y*n -m Pk-n(YY*)~ +m a*n +m P1-n(YY*)i'-m) 

= c:;;:, ck':n h((yy*yi-m (/L2yy* ;µ2)n +mPk-n(YY*) Pt-n(YY*)) 

l 

= cff.'/:, c~,':n f tn -m (JL2 t ;µ2)n +m Pk-n(t) P1-n(t)d11
2 t, 

0 

where we used (2.15). We can evaluate this last expression by use of the orthogonality relations (2.14) 
for the little q-Jacobi polynomials. After substitution of (2.16) and (5.6) we obtain 

k I P.2(/-n) (1-µ.2) -2n J -1(tk~) 
h(t •11* t ,µ) = 6 = 6k,I p. = 6k,I __......__......__ n,m n,m k,I l _ µ2(21 +I) I / 

~ µ-2r ~ f -1(tf;f) 
r=-1 r=-1 



Thus we have identified (5.13) with the orthogonality relations for the little q-Jacobi polynomials. 

6. The matrix elements tk':-i expressed as q-Krawtcbouk polynomials 
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Consider (5.7), express f1and8 in terms of y* and a* by (4.7), apply (2.13) and next (2.13J-and move 
the factor au+m to the right by using (4.1). Then we obtain for n;;a.m;;a.-n: 

11,µ. =al,µ. 1 .. -'h.;-I .. ,;v-m1 .. 'h.;-v*)t-n ,,,. P. ' •112 _ T"' 
[ 

-21+2n µ-2/+2m l l 
n,m n,m \/" 1 J \/" 1 2'1'1 -4/ •r ' * n +m ' µ TI 

(6.1) 

where 
;21-n -m µ-(l-n - 1h)(_l-m -'h.)+ 114 µ<n +mX.n +m -2/) (µ;2;µ2)2

1 
al,µ. ·= -------------------

n,m • ((µ;2;µ2)/-n (µ;2;µ2)/+n (µ;2;µ2)/-m (p;2;µ2)t+m )'h. 
(6.2) 

and 

(6.3) 

The negative powers of yy* in the 2cp1 series are harmless, since they are dominated by the positive 
powers of y and y* in front. Because of the symmetry (4.13), formula (6.1) together with (6.2) and 
(6.3) is valid both for n;;a.m;;a.-n and m;;a.n;;a.-m. 

If we apply the symmetry ( 4.14) to the case n ;;a. m ;;a. - n of ( 6.1) then we obtain an expression 
for t k':n in the case - n ;;a. m ;;a. n: 

[ 

-2/-2n -2/-2m l l 
const.a-n-m y+n (y*y+m2<P1 µ µ~I ;µ2; yy* . 

When we move a-n-m in this expression to the right and apply the identity (2.11) then we obtain 
again (6.1) but with 

µ. 1 -m-n 
Tm+n = 2 2 a . 

(µ; yy* ;µ )-m -n 
(6.4) 

Although the expression (6.1) with (6.4) looks very formal,. it is, with -n;;a.m;;a.n, well defined as a 
polynomial in y, y* and a. Again by the symmetry (4.13) we see that (6.1) together with (6.4) is also 
valid if -m;;a.n;;a.m. Thus we have proved: 

Theorem 6.1. The matrix elements tk':n can be expressed by (6.1) with (6.2), where T/:i+n is given by 
(6.3) if m +n;;a.O and by (6.4) if m +n:s;;;;O. 

If we compare (6.1) with (2.18) then we see that tk':n contains the q-Krawtchouk polynomial 
-2/+2n -2 

K (p;-21+2m. µ ·211µ2) 
1-n • yy* 

as a factor. The only draw-back of this expression is that the parameter b of (2.18) occurs here only 
in a formal way. Nevertheless we will identify the unitariness (cf. (4.16), (4.17)) of the matrix 
representation t1·"' with the orthogonality relations and dual orthogonality relations of the q
Krawtchouk polynomials. Because of the self-duality of the q-Krawtchouk polynomials it is sufficient 
to identify (4.17) with (2.22). 

We will use the faithful representation of the C*-algebra A on a Hilbert space X with orthonor
mal basis {e .. ,1elvEZ+,1eEZ} such that 

- (1 2v)'h. * - (1 2v+2)'h. ae"·" - -µ e .. -1,1e, a e"·" - -µ ev+l,K, 

ye v,K = p." e v,K+ I , y*e v,IC = µ" e v,1<- I , (6.5) 
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cf. [28, Theorem 1.2]. Thus (4.17) is equivalent to the Hilbert space identities 

[ ± t~.'fntk,'tn*]e,,," = 8n,ke11,rc 
m=-1 

(6.6) 

for all n,k = - I, ... , I and for all basis vectors e 11,". 

It follows from (6.5), (6.3) and (6.4) that 

p. _ [ (µ211+2 ;µ2) 00 l Yi 
Tm+nell,IC - (µ211+2m+2n+2;µ2)oo e11+m+n,1C• 

[

1 .. 2P-2m-2n+2.,,_2) ]Yi 
p. * _ \I" •r oo 

'Tm+n elllC- 2+2 2 e11-m-n1C> 
' (µ II ;µ )oo ' 

independent of the sign of m +n. Of course, form +n <0, these formal results have to be interpreted 
with Tl:r+n as a factor in (6.1) so that the dependence on a,a*;y,y* is polynomial. Now we find for 
the left hand side of (6.6): 

/ _ [ -2/+2n -2/+2m l "'1 l,p. l,p. (·-I 11+n-k-\ti\l-m(· 11+n-k+Yi)l-n ,1,. P. ,µ . 2 -211-2n+2k kl an,m ak,m l µ; ) lp; 2'1'1 -4/ ,µ ,µ 
m=-1 P. 

X [(µ211-2m-2k+2;µ2) 00 ly, [(µ211-2m-2k+2;µ2) 00 ly, 
(µ211+2n-2k +2 ;µ2)

00 
(µ211+2;µ2)

00 

X ,1,. [µ-2l+2k,µ-2l+
2
m. 2 -211] (·-I 11+\ti)l-k(· 11-\ti)l-m 

2'1'1 -4/ ,µ ,µ l µ; 1µ ev+n -k,rc+n -k. 
µ 

(6.7) 

Substitute in (6.7) 

b := µ-2v-2/+2k-2. (6.8) 

Then the first 2<t>1 in (6.7) becomes 

[ 

-2/+2n -2/+2m l 
2</>1 µ µ~ ;µ2,bµ21-2n+2 = K1-~(µ-21+2m;b, 211µ2) 

and the second 2</>1 similarly, with n replaced by k. If we also substitute (6.2) in (6.7) then we can 
rewrite (6.7) as 

((µ2;µ2)1-n (µ2;µ2)1+n (µ2;µ2)1-k (µ2 ;µ2)1 +kr 

X µ.-7/2 +(n +k-1)1 +Yin(n -l)+Yik(k-1) 

((-1)2/-n-k (bp.2;µ2)/-n (bµ2;µ2)t-k)'h 

I (bp.2.µ2) 
X ~ (-lyn+t µ(l-m')(.l-m+I) ' l+m 

m =-I (µ
2 ;µ2)1 +m (µ

2 ;µ2)1-m 

X K1-n(µ- 21+2m;b, 2/ I µ2)K1-k(µ- 21 +2m;b, 21 I JL2)e,,+n-k,K+n -k. (6.9) 

In view of (2.22), the expression (6.9) is equal to the right hand side of (6.6). On the other hand, the 
validity of (6.6) for all l,m,n,k, 11,ic implies (2.20) with q = µ2 for all N,n,m and all b = µ- 2j with j EN. 

Thus our promises are fulfilled. 
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